Abstract-Due to the boom in world trade, port authorities are looking into ways of making existing facilities more efficient. One way to improve efficiency, increase capacity, and meet future demand is to use advanced technologies and automation in order to speed up terminal operations. In this paper, we design, analyze, and evaluate four different automated container terminal (ACT) concepts. These concepts include automated container terminals based on the use of automated guidance vehicles (AGVs), a linear motor conveyance system (LMCS), an overhead grid rail system (GR), and a high-rise automated storage and retrieval structure (AS/RS). We use future demand scenarios to design the characteristics of each terminal in terms of configuration, equipment and operations. A microscopic simulation model is developed and used to simulate each terminal system for the same operational scenario and evaluate its performance. A cost model is used to evaluate the cost associated with each terminal concept. Our results indicate that automation could improve the performance of conventional terminals substantially and at a much lower cost. Among the four concepts considered the one based on automated guidance vehicles is found to be the most effective in terms of performance and cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ORLDWIDE container trade is growing at a 9.5% annual rate, and the U.S. rate is around 6%. It is anticipated that the growth in containerized trade continues as more and more cargo are transferred from break-bulk to containers [1] . By 2010, it is expected that 90 percent of all liner freight will be shipped in containers [2] . Every major port is expected to double and possibly triple its cargo by 2020. To handle this amount of freight and reduce the cost per "twenty-foot equivalent unit" (TEU) slot, shipping companies are forced to order faster, larger, and deeper ships. New massive container ships on one hand, and scarcity of the yard land on the other put an enormous pressure on port authorities to find and deploy effective container handling systems in order to increase the throughput of the current container terminals.
The application of information technologies, optimization techniques and improvement of management are considered solutions that do not require too much investment of physical facilities [11] - [13] . Reference [14] proposed an algorithm that C.-I. Liu was with the Electrical Engineering Department, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089 USA. He is now with Aplus Flash Technology Inc., San Jose, CA 95131 USA (e-mail: chinl@aplusflash.com).
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minimizes the ship time at port by choosing an appropriate berth order. Reference [1] proposed solutions that range from new infrastructure inventions to improve and technology-assist operating procedures. Reference [15] addressed a concept of integrated centers for the transshipment, storage, collection and distribution of goods. References [16] and [17] demonstrated using simulations that the throughput of the terminal could be doubled if automated guidance vehicles (AGVs) are used. A wide range of researches for improving terminal operation efficiency has been investigated, but most of them concentrate on the logistic and/or operation strategies. Few of them issue the new design concept for the terminal to meet the future demand. High-density, automated container terminals are potential candidates for improving the performance of container terminals and meeting the challenges of the future in marine transportation. Recent advances in electronics, sensors, information technologies and automation make the development of fully automated terminals technically feasible. This is emphasized by the fact that the Port of Rotterdam is operating a fully automated terminal using AGVs and automated yard cranes to handle containers whereas the Port of Singapore and Port of Hamburg [10] are experimenting with similar ideas. Sea-Land at the Port of Hong Kong implemented a grid rail (GR) system referred to as the GRAIL designed by Sea-Land/August Design, Inc. This is a high-density manually operated terminal where the containers are served by shuttles moving on an overhead grid rail system.
In this paper, we consider the design, simulation and evaluation of four ACTs. Based on future projections made by several ports, regarding container volume and the use of larger ships to be served at terminals as fast as possible, we came up with design characteristics an ACT needs to have in order to meet the projected demand. A general layout of the ACT was developed where the interfaces of the storage yard with the ship, inland trucks, and trains as well as the desired storage capacity of the yard are specified in order to meet the projected demand. The layout is such that different concepts regarding the storage yard and the way containers are transferred between the storage yard and the ship/truck/train buffers can be considered without major changes to the configuration of the ACT.
A model is developed that is used to simulate all the operations of the ACT down to the finest detail of the characteristics of each piece of equipment. The model is exercised for each ACT system based on the same operational scenario, i.e., based on the same incoming and outgoing traffic of containers at the interfaces. Performance criteria that include throughput in moves/h/quay crane, throughput per acre, ship turn-around time, and idle rate of equipment, etc., are used to evaluate each system and make comparisons. A cost model is developed and used to calculate the average cost for moving a container through the ACT. The performance and cost criteria are used to compare the pros and cons of each ACT system. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the general layout of the proposed ACT, and calculates the number of equipment and desired characteristics necessary to meet a projected volume of container traffic. Section III presents the cost and performance criteria and simulation and cost models that are used to evaluate different ACT systems. Sections IV-VII present the design, analysis and simulation of the proposed ACT systems. In Section VIII, we compare and evaluate the proposed ACT systems.
II. ACT AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The general layout of the ACT systems considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . The Fig. 1 shows the interfaces of the gate, train and quay crane buffers with the storage yard. In the case of the AGV-ACT (see also Section IV), the storage yard is a collection of stacks separated by roads where the containers are stacked and served by yard cranes. AGVs are used to transfer containers within the terminal and the storage yard. In the case of the LMCS-ACT the storage yard is the same as in the case of the AGV-ACT system. The only difference is that shuttles driven on a linear motor conveyance system are used for the transport of containers. For the GR-ACT and AS/RS-ACT, the container storage yard in Fig. 1 is replaced with a number of GR units and AS/RS modules. AGVs in these cases are used to transfer the containers between the GR (AS/RS) buffers and the gate, train and quay crane buffers.
The gate buffer is designed to interface between the manual operations (inland side) and the automated ones (internal terminal side). It provides a physical separation between the manual and automated operations for safety reasons and also for efficiency. It helps reduce the turnaround time of trucks by providing a temporary storage area for the export containers and the import containers waiting to be picked by trucks. The train buffer is the area next to the train where loading and unloading between the AGVs and the train takes place.
The design of the ACT and its characteristics such as storage capacity, number of gate lanes, number of berths, number of quay cranes, etc., are based on the expected maximum volume of containers to be processed through the terminal as well as on the characteristics of the equipment. In the following subsection, we consider the maximum expected volume of containers arriving or departing by ships, trucks and trains in order to design the various components of the terminal and choose the appropriate equipment.
A. Design Considerations
The post Panamax ships have capacities of 6000 TEUs, while the largest ships today are 17 containers wide and capable of over 8000 TEUs. It is important to note that ships with 20 containers wide could be accommodated by major ports to make them viable in the near future [5] . A current service-window expectation for mega-ships (over 6000 TEUs) is 48 h [1] . According to the plan for the Port of Rotterdam, the North West terminal will be able to accommodate container ships of 8000 TEUs. It is expected that ten ships will arrive every week (85% loaded) to this terminal. If the maximum in port time is restricted to 24 h, two berths for these ships with a capacity of 250 moves/h will be required. This can be accomplished using five cranes per berth, each with a capacity of 50 moves/h [6] . Using similar projections as for the Port of Rotterdam we come up with the following design consideration for the proposed ACT systems.
Design Consideration 1: The ACT will serve ships capable of carrying 8000 TEUs. The ships will arrive every 24 h 85% loaded and should be served in less than 24 h. In our design we assume a desired ship turnaround time of about 16 h.
From the Port of Long Beach, U.S.A., approximately 15% of the container traffic is carried directly via rail with no truck movement involved. From the Port of Los Angeles, U.S.A., 55% of containers are intermodal, and are destined for inland regions via rail. However, the port has estimated that approximately one half of that number is first moved by truck to the rail yards. The Port of Los Angeles estimates that by 2020, up to 40% of intermodal containers will be moved via on-dock rail, while 60% will continue to be moved via trucks [7] . We use the projection of the Port of Los Angeles to come up with the following design consideration for the proposed ACT systems.
Design Consideration 2: About 60% of the containers will arrive at the ACT by trucks and about 40% will arrive by rail.
Reference [3] presents various container arrival patterns and indicate the proportion of containers that arrive ( to ) days before the cutoff time. Some ports advertise cutoff times for each ship, after which cargo for that ship is no longer received in an effort to meet ship departure schedules. For example, for some ships, containers start trickling in 6 days before the cutoff time with a maximum arrival rate the second day before the cutoff time. That is 5%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, and 20% of container arrive during the six, five, four, three, two, and one day, respectively, before the cutoff time. According to data from the Port of Rotterdam, at the North West terminal the "time in stack" (stay time) for import containers is limited to three days, and for the export containers is limited to two days [6] . In our design we decided to adopt the data from the Port of Rotterdam and use reference [6] to come with a design consideration for the arrival pattern of containers relative to the arrival time of the ship.
Design Consideration 3: The export container arrival pattern relative to the ship they are bound to is 0.2, 0.5, and 0.3 meaning that 20% of containers arrive during the second day before the ship arrives, 50% arrive during the first day before the ship arrives, and 30% arrive the same day and early enough to be loaded while the ship is at the berth.
There is a tendency to keep the import containers in the storage yard longer than the export ones. In general imports are retrieved quickly during the first week after the ship arrival, and then at a much slower rate. Castilho [8] claims that each ship carries different categories of containers that are retrieved at different rates. Refrigerated cargo is often picked up immediately after it is discharged from the ship. It is also important to retrieve intermodal containers from the terminal quickly in order to keep a train schedule, while some domestic containers bound for inland warehouses may be left at the terminal for a longer time to take advantage of the storage space available at the terminal and relieves space concerns at the destination warehouse. With these constraints and current practices in mind and the trend of using IT and improved scheduling and dispatching techniques in the future, we adopted the Port of Rotterdam numbers [6] and came up with the following design consideration.
Design Consideration 4: The import containers are retrieved during three days, with retrieval rates 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 meaning 50% of the containers are taken away by trucks and trains during the day the ship was served, 30% the second day and 20% during the third day. Out of the 50% of the containers that are taken away the same day, 30% are taken away directly without any intermediate storage and 20% are temporarily stored in the yard before taken away.
In many of today's ports, trucks operate in cycles of less than 24 h. There is a trend however to increase the time to close to 24 h in order to meet the demand and avoid traffic delays in the inland transportation system. This could be proven crucial in areas such as the Los Angeles Metropolitan area where highways and surface streets during peak areas are highly congested. In our design we assume the following.
Design Consideration 5:
The trucks/trains of the ACT will operate in cycles of 24 h.
The design considerations 1-5 are used in the following subsections for designing the characteristics of the ACT system. The characteristics of the equipment that is specific to each ACT concept will be developed when the particular ACT concept is addressed in subsequent sections.
B. Storage Capacity
Given the design considerations 1-5 the storage capacity of the terminal should be large enough to accommodate all the containers that are required to be stored. From consideration three the average number of export containers that have to be stored in the terminal is about 6120 TEUs per day. From consideration four the average number of import containers to be stored is about 9520 TEUs per day. This gives a total of 15 640 TEUs required storage capacity per day. Therefore, a storage capacity greater than 15 640 TEUs will meet the demand and operational requirements of the ACT as characterized by the design considerations 1-5. It is desirable however to have a storage capacity higher than the 15 640 TEUs in order to meet emergencies such as military deployment situations and others, have the flexibility of putting an additional berth or even serving larger ships in the future. Given these considerations the desired storage capacity is taken to be about 45% higher than the one dictated by the design considerations 1-5, i.e., about 22 000 TEUs.
C. Number of Berths and Quay Cranes
The number of berths and quay cranes to meet the design considerations 1-5 depends on the speed of the quay cranes. The maximum physical capacity of a quay crane is assumed to be 50 moves/h [6] . We assume that quay cranes can reach their maximum capacity when they are operating in a single mode (i.e., either loading or unloading), while the average of 42 moves/h is assumed for double mode (i.e., combined loading and unloading). A 15% variance to the maximum capacity of the quay cranes is considered in our study due to the uncertainties involved in the quay crane operations. The number of quay cranes required to serve the ship with 3400 40-ft containers is given by the relationship where denotes the ship turnaround time and denotes the number of quay cranes. In design consideration one, we assumed a desired ship turnaround time of about 16 h, which means that five quay cranes are required to meet the expected loading/unloading demand. Since five quay cranes in a single berth can meet the demand, the number of berths can be kept as one.
D. Number of Lanes at the Gate
The gate must be designed in such a manner as to provide the required number of lanes needed at peak. Since both truck arrival and service time at the gate are random, we model the gate operations as an queuing system, where , , and denote the mean arrival rate and mean service rate of the trucks and the number of lanes at the gate, respectively. The mean service time of a truck at the inbound gates is assumed three minutes and at the outbound gates, two minutes. The minimum number of lanes can be determined from the inequality:
. It is assumed that 2040 export containers arrive by trucks per day. Some of these trucks pick up import containers, and the rest leave the terminal without any load. In addition, empty trucks arrive at the gate to pick up import containers. We have assumed that the number of empty trucks that arrive at the gate to pick up containers is equal to the number of trucks that arrive loaded and leave empty. We have assumed that 40% of the incoming loaded trucks leave empty which corresponds to 816 trucks. Therefore, the total number of trucks that are expected to arrive at the gate for loading and/or unloading per day is trucks/day. By assuming a 24-h operation we find that the truck arrival rate is equal to h h min. Then for , we have , which implies that a minimum of six lanes is required in the inbound-gate in order to meet the demand. The mean service time at the outbound-gates is assumed to be two minutes which gives per min. The arrival rate at the outbound gate is equal to h h min which is the same as the arrival rate at the inbound gates. Since, , the minimum number of lanes in the outbound-gate required to meet the demand is equal to four. The number of six lanes, four lanes for the inbound and outbound gate, respectively, are the minimum possible. As the above inequalities are tight, the use of six lanes, four at the gate will lead to a high utilization of the gate during the assumed scenario. Small deviations from the assumed arrival and departure rates may cause saturation at the gates that lead to congestion on both sides of the gates. In order to avoid such situations we increase the number lanes for the inbound-gate to nine and for the outbound-gate to six.
E. Number of Yard Cranes at the Buffers
We assume that the yard cranes used at the gate buffer have the following characteristics.
The yard crane's speed is 5 mi/h. It takes 15 s to line up with the stack, and an average time of 65 s to unload and load an AGV. These characteristics give an average speed of about 36 moves/h/crane calculated by assuming s/move where an average of 20 s are used for the lateral motion of the crane along the stack. It is also assumed that these cranes are gantry cranes of the same type used in the yard. They are able to go over stacks of containers (up to four containers high) and load and unload vehicles from both sides of the stack. The number of containers handled by the yard cranes at the buffer/day is calculated as follows:
number of containers (40 ft) that arrive by trucks 2040. number of containers that arrive to the buffer from the yard 2040. number of containers to be loaded on trucks that arrive empty 816. Therefore the maximum total number of containers to be processed by the yard cranes at the buffer per day is containers or containers/h. This implies that the number of yard cranes needed to meet this demand is equal to , i.e., six yard cranes will meet the demand at the gate buffer. The use of six yard cranes gives an expected average throughput at the buffer of moves/h/yard crane.
The number of yard cranes to serve the train buffer is calculated similarly. The number of containers to be processed at the train buffer is 1360/day or containers/h. For an assumed crane speed of 36 moves/h we have that cranes are needed. Choosing two cranes for the train buffer, the expected maximum demand is guaranteed to be met. In such case, the expected average throughput at the buffer is moves/h/crane. For the yard cranes, we assumed a variance of 10% of the average speed in order to account for the randomness in the operation.
F. Operational Scenario
The operational scenario is based on the projected demand (design considerations) and will be used to evaluate different ACT systems. It is summarized in Tables I-V. III. PERFORMANCE/COST CRITERIA AND MODELS The goal of every terminal is to perform efficiently and maintain competitiveness by providing low cost and high quality services to customers. In this section, we present the performance and cost criteria that are used to evaluate the ACT systems. The   TABLE I  ARRIVAL RATES OF CONTAINERS   TABLE II  NUMBER OF EXPORT CONTAINERS, BOUND FOR ONE SHIP,  ARRIVED BY TRUCKS AND TRAINS   TABLE III  CUMULATIVE NUMBERS OF EXPORT CONTAINERS,  ARRIVING BY TRUCKS AND TRAINS EVERYDAY   TABLE IV  NUMBER OF IMPORT CONTAINERS, UNLOADED FROM ONE SHIP  AND RETRIEVED BY TRUCKS AND TRAINS   TABLE V  CUMULATIVE NUMBERS OF IMPORT CONTAINERS THAT ARE  RETRIEVED BY TRUCKS AND TRAINS EVERYDAY average cost for a container to go through the terminal is used as the criterion for cost comparisons and analysis.
A. Performance Criteria
The performance criteria that are used in this study to evaluate and compare different ACT systems are summarized as follows:
Throughput: Number of moves/h/quay crane. Throughput Per Acre: Throughput/acre. Ship Turnaround Time: Time it takes for a ship to get loaded/unloaded in hours. Truck Turnaround Time: Average time it takes for a truck to enter the gate, get served, and exit the gate, minus the actual processing time at the gate.
Gate Utilization: Percent of time the gate is serving the incoming and outgoing container traffic.
Container Dwell Time: Average time a container spends in the container terminal before taken away from the terminal.
Idle Rate of Equipment: Percent of time the equipment is idle.
B. Cost Model
The average cost per container (ACC) being processed through a terminal is among the most important cost measures considered by port authority [9] . It provides a basis for economic evaluation of container terminal operations. We adopted this measure to evaluate and compare the cost associated with each proposed ACT system. Costs associated with container handling and storage operations within a terminal can be classified into three categories. The ACC is equal to the sum of the total annual cost for activities, equipment and labor divided by the total annual number of containers that are processed by the terminal [10] . The cost model is simulated on an excel spreadsheet and is not included due to space limitations. The details of the cost model can be found in [10] .
IV. ACT USING AGVs Fig. 2 , shows the basic configuration of the proposed AGV-ACT system. In order to meet the desired storage capacity of about 22 000 TEUs [6] the size and layout of the storage is chosen according as follows: The storage yard consists of 36 stacks of containers and is divided into two sections. The import storage area where the import containers are stored and the export storage for export containers. Each stack has 288 containers when containers are stacked four high. It leads to the maximum capacity of the storage yard be 10 368 containers, i.e., 20 736 TEUs. In addition to the storage yard, containers can also be stored at the gate buffer whose maximum storage capacity is 1728 TEUs giving a total storage capacity for the terminal of 22 464 TEUs, which is close to the desired capacity, and the terminal dimensions are calculated to be ft (70.29 acres). Two types of roads are used in the proposed container terminal: transit roads, and working roads. The transit roads are denoted by dashed lines and the working roads by solid lines. No loading or unloading takes place along the transit roads as these roads are used by AGVs to get to different points in the terminal. Loading and unloading take place along the working roads. The vertical four-lane transit roads allow direct access between the gate buffer and the berth in order to deliver containers between them without intermediate storage in the yard. A similar access is provided in the rail side.
The terminal operates as follows: A truck arrives at the gate, it checks in and moves along the gate buffer where it gets unloaded by a yard crane. The truck is either empty or it gets loaded again at the buffer before exiting gates. The yard crane at the gate buffer loads the container directly to an AGV or if an AGV is not available it stores the container at the buffer temporarily. An export container loaded to an AGV at the gate buffer is either transferred directly to a quay crane to be loaded on the ship, or it is transferred to a particular stack to be unloaded by a yard crane and stored in the yard. Similarly, an AGV loaded with an import container by a quay crane transfers the container to the yard for storage or to the gate or the train buffer.
The main characteristics of the AGV-ACT system are the same as those of the general ACT described in Section II. What is specific to the AGV-ACT system are the number of yard cranes needed in the storage yard and the number of AGVs to perform the various tasks in order to meet the expected container volume as described in Section II. Before we choose the number of equipment for the various tasks another design aspect of the yard are the rules and logic that controls the motion of the AGVs in the yard [10] . The AGVs have to follow certain traffic rules and protocols in order to avoid collision, possible deadlocks and congestion in the yard and complete tasks in an efficient way.
A. AGV Control Logic and Traffic Rules
The transfer of containers between different transportation modes and storage area to be carried out by the AGVs in the AGV-ACT system can be divided into three tasks as shown in Fig. 3 .
Task 1: Under this task the following subtasks are to be performed: 1) transfer of containers between the quay crane and gate buffers; 2) transfer of containers between the quay crane buffers and the storage area; and 3) transfer of containers between the quay crane and train buffers.
Task 2: Under this task containers are transferred between the gate buffer and the storage area.
Task 3: Under this task the containers are transferred between the train buffer and the storage area.
The terminal could be viewed as a network of intersections with nodes where loading and unloading takes place. In our design the AGVs are allowed to travel on the right lane of a two-lane road in their moving direction. Therefore, once the pick-up and drop-off points are assigned to a particular AGV, the path is uniquely determined by using the intermediate nodes.
The control logic algorithm must be able to resolve any possible conflict between AGVs. A conflict between two or more AGVs may occur during the following situations.
1) Arriving at an intersection from different path segments at the same time. A segment is defined as a part of a road located between two adjacent nodes. To resolve this type of conflict, we use a "modified first come first pass" protocol [10] as described in the next paragraph. Although the protocol is complicated, it can resolve the conflict in an efficient way by allowing many vehicles to pass the intersection without collision. Fig. 4 shows all possible moves an AGV can make when approaching and leaving an intersection. The incoming directions toward the intersection are labeled east, west, south, and north based on the direction of arriving at the intersection. The outgoing directions are labeled right, left, and straight, based on the direction of the turn the AGV would make when leaving the intersection. For instance, (east, right) means that an AGV is approaching the intersection from the east and will make a right turn.
Table VI shows the directions of the possible conflicts based on the timing of AGVs' arrival at an intersection. For instance, if an (east, straight) AGV arrives first, then the (west, left) and (south, straight) AGVs have to stop until the first AGV finishes its maneuver, i.e., clears the intersection. If two or more AGVs arrive at the intersection at exactly the same time then the right of the way is given randomly. 2) Traveling along the same path with different speeds. Another possible situation where collisions may occur is when AGVs are traveling along the same path with different speeds. This situation is possible as loaded AGVs are assumed to have a lower speed than the ones that carry no load. To prevent this kind of collision, we use low speed zone(s) in the portion(s) of the transit lanes where two or more AGVs with different traveling speeds may exist [10] . When a particular AGV enters the low speed zone, it simply reduces its speed down to that of the loaded AGV. For the container yard under consideration, the low speed zone is the portion of the horizontal transit lane in Fig. 2 , which is located adjacent to the berth area. 3) An AGV stops ahead in the moving direction. The intervehicle spacing between the AGVs traveling in the same direction in the same lane is chosen to be 45 ft so that if a particular AGV stops in order to perform a task or due to an emergency the following AGVs have enough time to stop without colliding with each other.
The control logic that dictates the motion of the AGVs in order to perform tasks 1-3 without collision, conflicts and deadlocks for the proposed AGV-ACT systems is described by the flowcharts shown in Figs. 5 and 6 .
B. Characteristics of Equipment
The characteristics of equipment used by the AGV-ACT system are considered to be the same as those described in Section II for the general ACT layout. The additional equipment specific to the AGV-ACT system is that associated with the storage yard and is discussed below. Yard Cranes for Import, Export Storage Yard: The yard crane's speed is assumed to be 5 mi/h. It takes 15 s to line up with the stack, and an average time of 45 s to unload or load an AGV. We assume that one yard crane is used for each stack that is a total of 36 yard cranes are used in the yard. The assumption of one crane/stack is made mainly to simplify the control logic of AGVs and cranes.
Speed of AGVs: We assumed that an empty AGV travels with a speed of 10 mi/h while a loaded AGV travels with the speed of 5 mi/h. These speeds are compatible with current AGVs used for the same application at the Port of Rotterdam.
Number of AGVs: The minimum number of AGVs that are required to meet the demand of the AGV-ACT system is determined by exercising the simulation model of the terminal for different combinations of AGVs. The objective is to have a sufficient number of AGVs to feed the quay cranes fast enough so that the cranes operate close to their maximum capacity. This in turn will guarantee that the ship turnaround time is minimized. We assume that the system is loaded, i.e., there are always containers ready to be processed by the AGVs at each buffer. While this scenario may not be true all the time, the system should have sufficient number of AGVs to deal with such possible extreme situation. The results of the simulations are presented in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7 , the number of AGVs for tasks 1, 2, and 3 satisfy the ratio 6 : 3 : 1. For example, the simulation run that has 24 AGVs serving the quay crane buffer is the same simulation run for 12
AGVs serving the gate buffer and four AGVs serving the train buffer.
As shown in Fig. 7(a) , 48 AGVs are sufficient to meet the maximum expected capacity of the quay cranes, which is 42 moves /h/quay crane. Fig. 7(b) and (c) show the throughputs of the cranes at the gate and train buffers. The throughput increases as the number of AGVs increases. The number of AGVs for each task is calculated by choosing the combination with the minimum total number of AGVs that meet the expected maximum demand for tasks 1, 2, and 3. Considering that the maximum expected average throughput of the cranes at the gate and train buffers is 34 and 28.3 moves/h per crane, it follows from Fig. 7 that the combination (48, 26, 6 )-i.e., 48 AGVs for task 1, 26 AGVs for task 2, and 6 AGVs for task 3, a total of 80 AGVs-will meet the demand for the AGV-ACT system.
C. Performance and Cost Analysis
The characteristics of the AGV-ACT system are used as inputs to the simulation model together with the arrival/departure patterns of containers brought in and taken out by ships/trucks/trains as shown in Tables I-V. We assume that the patterns of container arrivals and departures to/from the terminal by ship, trucks and train are repeated every 24 h so that a 24-h simulation was sufficient to make projections about annual productivity. The results of a one-day (24-hour) simulation are shown in Table VII .
The ship turnaround time obtained from the simulations is 16.81 h, which is close to desired one of 16 h. We should note that for a maximum speed of 42 moves/h/crane the best ship turnaround time possible is 16.2 h. The difference between the simulated and the best possible ship turnaround time is mainly due to the variance introduced in simulations for the characteristics of the quay cranes and other equipment.
It should be noted that the idle rate of the cranes is calculated over a period of 24 h. Since the ship was at the berth for only 16 .81 h, it means that the quay cranes were idled for h, which is 30.0% of the time that is close to the 31.73% obtained from simulations indicating that while the ship was at the birth the quay cranes were operating very close to maximum capacity. Similarly, after the ship is serviced, the AGVs responsible for the task of serving the ship will be idle until the next ship arrives about seven hours later. This accounts for most of the 36.3% idle rate for the AGVs. The throughput of the terminal is close to the maximum possible indicating that the AGVs met the service demand imposed by the quay cranes' speeds.
The idle rate of the yard cranes was found to be high. This is due to two reasons. First, reshuffling has not been considered in our simulation. The second reason is the number of yard cranes has not been optimized. Instead, one yard crane was assumed for each stack in order to simplify the operations and the control logic of the AGVs. A smaller number of yard cranes could be used to achieve the same throughput in case of the release of the one yard crane per stack restriction. In addition, the simulation results obtained together with the characteristics of the terminal are used to calculate the average cost of moving a container through the terminal, i.e., the ACC value, by exercising the cost model for the AGV-ACT system. A result of ACC equal to $77.3 dollars is obtained [10] .
V. AUTOMATED CONTAINER TERMINAL USING A LINEAR MOTOR CONVEYANCE SYSTEM
Linear motor conveyance systems (LMCS) are among the technologies recently been considered for cargo handling. A prototype of a linear motor conveyance system has been constructed and successfully tested in Eurokai Container Terminal, Hamburg [10] . LMCS have several attractive characteristics: The motors are very reliable, and last a long time. A system such as this could be ideally suited for port and terminal operations.
A. Terminal Layout
The LMCS yard layout is identical to that of the AGV-ACT system of Fig. 2 except that the paths are pre-built guide ways. For instance, a two-lane road in the AGV-ACT system becomes a two-guide way tracks that allow shuttles to travel in opposite directions.
The AGVs are replaced with shuttles that are moving on the linear motors conveyance system. The shuttles can be considered as AGVs moving on a fixed path. Consequently the control logic of the shuttles is similar to that of AGVs described in the previous subsection and is not repeated.
B. Characteristics of Equipment
The characteristics of equipment used for the LMCS-ACT system to meet the demand are the same as those of the general ACT described in Section II. The characteristics and the number of yard cranes are the same as in the AGV-ACT system. The speed of empty shuttles and loaded shuttles are assumed to be the same as those in AGVS. We assumed that at each corner of the guide way, it takes five seconds for the shuttle to change its direction of movement. Despite this change the number of shuttles needed to meet the demand was calculated to be the same as the number of AGVs used in the AGV-ACT system.
C. Performance and Cost Analysis
A simulation model for the LMCS-ACT system is developed and used to simulate the terminal based on the operation scenario given in Section II. The results are shown in Table VIII . Since the terminal yard layout, control logic of vehicles, speed of the vehicles, and the characteristics of the yard equipment are exactly the same for both AGV-ACT and LMCS-ACT systems, the performance of the two terminals is almost identical. The difference is that AGVs are moving freely in the yard, while LMCS shuttles are traveling on fixed guide paths. The differences between the AGV-ACT and the LMCS-ACT systems are in the cost, the ACC for this system is about $147. The difference in cost comes mainly from the cost of installing a LMCS in the terminal, since the infrastructure cost of LMCS is high [10] .
VI. ACT USING A GRID RAIL (GR) SYSTEM
The concept of loading and unloading containers in the yard using overhead rail and shuttles is another attractive way of utilizing yard space more efficiently. It uses linear induction motors, located on overhead shuttles that move along a monorail above the terminal. The containers are stacked beneath the monorail and can be accessed and brought to the ship as needed. The concept of the overhead grid rail (GR) system was used to design, simulate and evaluate a GR-ACT system [2] .
A. GR-ACT: Terminal Layout
The GR-ACT system shown in Fig. 8 is similar to that of the AGV-ACT system with the only difference that the storage yard is replaced with 8 GR units. The use of several GR units instead of a large one is done for robustness and reliability purposes as well as for simplifying the operations as explained in [2] . Eight units is chosen so that the storage capacity of the GR-ACT system is the same as that of the AGV-ACT and LMCS-ACT systems. Due to the high density of the GR units, however, less land is needed to obtain the same storage capacity. As a result the total size of the terminal is ft (63.36 acres) versus 70.29 acres for the AGV-ACT and LMCS-ACT systems for the same storage capacity of about 22 000 TEUs.
The 8 GR units communicate with the other parts of the yard through the GR gate/train (G/T) buffers: 1a, 2a, , 8a and the GR quay buffers: 1b, 2b, , 8b. There are vertical transit roads between each two units. These transit roads are used for transferring containers-using AGVs-to/from the gate buffer directly to the berth area. The containers that have to stay in the yard are stored in the GR units. The units number 1, 2 and 7, 8 are used for storing import containers to be taken away by trucks and trains. The units 3, 4 and 5, 6 are used to store export containers brought in by trucks and trains. Note that in each unit only one operation can take place at each time. For example the shuttles within GR unit 1 can serve either the buffer 1a or 1b but not both at the same time. The interaction of the GR unit buffers with AGVs is as follows. One AGV in one cycle goes from gate or train buffer with an export container, unloads the container at the G/T buffer (either 3a or 4a) and travels empty to the G/T buffer (either 1a or 2a) where it is loaded by an import container and travels back loaded to the gate or train buffer. The AGVs at the rest four units are operating as follows: When the ship is present, an AGV in one cycle goes from the quay buffer (either 5b or 6b) with an export container, unloads the container at the quay crane, loads an import container from the quay crane and travels to the GR quay buffer (either 7b or 8b) where it unloads the container to the quay buffer and travels empty back to the GR buffers 5b or 6b. When the ship is not present then the units 5, 6, 7, and 8 operate similar to the units 1, 2, 3, 4, i.e., one AGV in one cycle goes from the gate or train buffer with an export container, unloads the container at the G/T buffer (either 5a or 6a) and travels empty to the G/T buffer (either 7a or 8a) where it is loaded by an import container and travels back loaded to the gate or train buffer.
B. Control Logic of AGVs for the GR-ACT System
The tasks to be performed by the AGVs in the GR-ACT system are the same as tasks 1-3 given in Section III for the AGV-ACT system. The only difference is that the GR units are replacing the storage yard (see Fig. 3 ). The control logic of the AGVs for the GR-ACT system is similar to that of the AGV-ACT system. The difference is that the AGVs in the GR-ACT system do not have to travel long distance inside the storage area, (exception is the case of JIT loading/unloading operations) since they only have to serve the buffers of the GR units. Because of that, the design of logic is simplified by assuming the same speed for loaded/unloaded AGVs. In particular all traffic roads are designed to be low speed zones.
C. Characteristics of Equipment
According to [2] , the characteristics of the equipment associated with the GR units are as follows.
Speed of Loading and Unloading the GR Buffers:
It is assumed that it takes 30 s with a 10% variance to load or unload a container to/from an AGV.
Number of Shuttles: The number of overhead shuttles in each GR unit is 15.
Speed of AGVs: The speed of AGVs serving the GR buffers and the quay cranes, gate and train buffers is 5 mi/h (loaded or empty).
Number of AGVs: Simulations were used to calculate the minimum number of AGVs that are needed in order to meet the demand in the GR-ACT system. In Fig. 9 the number of AGVs for tasks 1, 2, and 3 satisfy the ratio 6 : 3 : 1. The figure shows that the combination (42, 21, 6)-i.e., 42 AGVs for task 1, 21 for task 2 and 6 for task 3, a total of 69 AGVs-can meet the required demand for the GR-ACT system.
D. Performance and Cost Analysis
The characteristics of the GR-ACT system together with those for each GR unit developed in [2] are fed into the simulation model for the GR-ACT system and simulated for the operational scenario. By choosing an optimum number of shuttles and using a new dispatching algorithm to assign containers to shuttles within the unit [2] . The results of the simulation are shown in Table IX .
The simulation results indicate that the GR-ACT system performs efficiently by having the quay cranes operate close to maximum capacity and keeping the ship turnaround time close to the desired one. Similarly, the yard cranes at the train and gate buffer worked close to maximum capacity. The idle rate of the quay cranes is over a 24-h period. This means that 31.38% of the time the quay cranes were idle because the ship was not at the berth. The same goes for the AGVs dealing with task 1. The ACC obtained for this system is $90.10 [10] .
VII. ACT USING AUTOMATED STORAGE/RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS (AS/RS)
AS/RS with high-density storage capabilities could play an important role in the future container terminal activities. It can be build on a small piece of land and add capacity by increasing the number of floors. The promise in the high productivity of the AS/RS lies in its capability to have access to any container within the storage structure randomly, without having to reshuffle containers.
An AS/RS module has four major components: storage and retrieval machine (SRM), rack structure, horizontal material handling system, and planning and controls. The SRM simultaneously moves horizontally and vertically to reach a certain location in the rack structure. The original design of the AS/RS module consisted of only two racks served by an SRM [8] . It was found that one SRM for two racks was more than needed to achieve a certain input/output throughput. In an effort to meet demand and at the same time keep the cost low we modified the original design so that one SRM can serve six racks. Therefore, in each AS/RS module served by a single SRM we have six rack structures that are built to store containers. The SRM is designed to move from one set of two racks to another within the module. Each module has two buffers, one on each side. Each buffer has two slots, one for outgoing containers to be picked up by AGVs and one for incoming containers brought in by AGVs. These buffers are referred to as pick-up and delivery (P/D) buffers.
A. Terminal Layout
In this concept, we replace the import and export container storage area in the AGV-ACT system by AS/RS modules. As shown in Fig. 10 , the number of AS/RS modules is chosen so that the storage capacity is close to 22 000 TEUs. Assuming that each rack can store 120 ( cells) containers and each AS/RS module consists of six racks, the storage capacity requirement of 10 368 FEU's can be achieved with 15 AS/RS modules. The total storage capacity of the AS/RS-ACT system is equal to TEUs which together with the 1728 TEUs that could be stored at the gate buffer it gives a total possible storage capacity of 23 328 TEUs and the dimension of AS/RS-ACT system ft (54.45 acres). The lanes adjacent to the gate buffer and P/D buffers and the roads adjacent to the train/AGV interface are considered to be working roads, while all the other roads are transit roads. The two transit roads located on both sides of the AS/RS structure allow the direct transfer of containers that are not required to be stored in the yard. The containers that need to be stored (retrieved) in (from) the AS/RS structure are transferred by AGVs from (to) quay crane, gate and train buffers. One AGV in one cycle carries an export container from the gate buffer to an AS/RS module P/D buffer where it unloads the container and gets loaded with an import container that it transfers back to the gate buffer. Similarly, one AGV in one cycle goes from the berth area to a specific P/D buffer (on the ship side) with an import container, delivers it to the P/D buffer, gets loaded with an export container, which it transfers back to the berth area.
B. Control Logic for AGVs
The control logic that dictates the motion of the AGVs within the AS/RS-ACT system is similar to the case of the GR-ACT system. Similarly the tasks performed by the AGVs are the same as indicated in Fig. 3 .
C. Characteristics of Equipment
According to [4] , the characteristics specific to the AS/RS-ACT system are the following.
Speed of loading/unloading at the P/D buffers: In [4] the operations within the AS/RS module were optimized so that at the P/D buffers an AGV can be served (load it and unload it) within 45 s with 10% variance.
Speed of AGVs: The speed of AGVs is 5 mi/h (loaded or empty).
Number of AGVs: The AS/RS-ACT system was simulated with different combinations of AGVs performing tasks 1-3 in DIFFERENT CONCEPTS order to calculate the minimum number of AGVs that is necessary to keep the quay cranes operating close to maximum capacity. Fig. 11 shows that the combination (36, 14, 5)-i.e., 36 AGVs for task 1, 14 for task 2, and 5 for task 3, a total of 55 AGVs-can meet the required demand for the AS/RS-ACT system.
D. Performance Analysis
The characteristics of the AS/RS-ACT system are fed into the simulation model, which was then exercised for the operational scenario presented in Section II. The results of the simulation are shown in Table X . The performance of the AS/RS-ACT system is comparable with that obtained with the other concepts. The throughput per acre, however, is higher due to the less land required by the system. The ACC obtained for this system is $102.24 [10] .
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The simulation results are summarized in Table XI . Since the number of equipment and vehicles in each ACT system is chosen so that the ACT system can meet the same demand it is not surprising that the performance for each system is almost identical for all measures with the exception of the throughput per acre. The highest throughput per acre was obtained for the AS/RS-ACT system since it requires less land to be implemented for the same storage capacity. Next comes the GR-ACT system that also requires less land for the same storage capacity. All the ACT systems operated close to the maximum possible capacity of the quay cranes that was assumed to be 42 moves/h/crane for combined loading/unloading. This is much higher than the average of about 28 moves/h measured in many of today's conventional terminals.
The significant difference between the various systems is the average cost per container. The LMCS-ACT was found to be the most expensive due to the high infrastructure cost associated with the LMCS. The second most expensive system is the AS/RS-ACT, due to the infrastructure cost of the AS/RS structure. The AGV-ACT system was found to be the most cost effective followed by the GR-ACT. As the cost of land increases, however, our model shows that after a certain land cost the AS/RS-ACT becomes more attractive.
Our results demonstrate that automation could dramatically increase throughput and reduce cost. For example the AGV-ACT system could increase capacity from the average current values of 28 to 40 moves/h/quay crane and reduce the ACC value from the range of $140-$200 in most of today's terminals to $77.
